December 3, 2015 by James Madison University
By LOUIS GAERTNER
The Breeze
A new seal has found its home at JMU.  It was placed on the Quad 
near the Forbes Center tunnel on Nov. 25. 
In gold print on a black-canvassed stone, the JMU alma mater is writ-
ten beneath bold letters naming the university and the year 1908, when 
the college was established.  
The Madison Society organization, which is composed of faculty, 
staff, students and alumni, managed and led the project. The Madison 
Society hopes the seal becomes a link between reviving an old tradi-
tion and gaining a new one.
“We are trying to see if a lot of things that already exist can be tied 
together,” Dave Barnes, director of university unions, said.
The Madison Society, as stated on its website, “seeks to create, 
enhance and commemorate positive traditions at JMU.” In the past, 
the society was responsible for the creation of the JMU Spirit Rock and 
the painting of the Quad Tunnel. The society’s members have high 
hopes for the seal.
“One of the themes we have as a group is [creating] lasting land-
marks,”  Barnes said.
The seal is the latest of finished projects for The Madison Society, 
which has been an active organization since the spring semester of 2011. 
There are high hopes for the seal from the society’s members.
“We are excited that the alma mater will be more prominent-
ly displayed and that there will be one more way to ensure that it 
becomes part of the fabric of the institution,” Mark Warner, senior 
vice president of student affairs and university planning, said.
see TRADITION, page 4 
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Sealing in tradition 
Publication to focus on online content
JMU alma mater now displayed in stone on the Quad 
Starting in January, The Breeze will produce only 
one print edition, on Thursdays. There will be more 
of an emphasis on online reporting daily and as news 
warrants.
The Breeze website, breezejmu.org, meanwhile, has 
undergone a redesign that will make the site more user-
friendly on mobile devices. A growing number of online 
readers are using smartphones and tablets rather than 
desktop computers to access the Web, and making the 
site responsive to varying devices is key in reaching The 
Breeze’s online audience.
“Our print edition is still an important part of our 
publishing model,” Brad Jenkins, the Breeze’s general 
manager, said. “But we also recognize that to train our 
students and serve our community, we have to get more 
of our news online first.”
With The Breeze’s new strategy, news will appear 
online as it happens. The print edition will feature fur-
ther developments of those stories, as well as features, 
opinion and sports articles that will appear in print and 
then online. In addition to the regular Thursday editions 
of The Breeze, the newspaper will print a half dozen or 
so special publications to be distributed on Mondays. 
Those publications will focus on special events such as 
Homecoming and interests such as off-campus living. 
“The goal is for online and print to work together to 
tell the JMU story,” Jenkins said. 
The Breeze currently publishes two print editions a 
week, on Mondays and Thursdays, a model that has been 
in effect since 1973. In the decades since, the Internet has 
drastically changed the publishing landscape, offering 
newspapers many more ways of telling stories.
“At no time in the evolution of college student media 
has change been so rapid or provided so many questions 
and challenges as today,” Lillian Kopenhaver wrote in 
College Media Review earlier this year. “Nor is any media 
operation immune from the effects of this change.”
In researching college newspapers, Kopenhaver found 
a trend of twice-weekly newspapers moving to a weekly 
model. And she also found that 41 percent of newspa-
pers publish in print once a week, while just 13 percent 
publish twice.
In addition to the print and online editions, The Breeze 
also covers news through social media, with a presence 
on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. The Breeze also 
publishes a twice-weekly email newsletter with a sam-
pling of JMU news. 
The Breeze staff produces an annual newcomers’ 
guide to the university and city too, in addition to the 
special publications on events like Homecoming and 
Family Weekend. All of those publications will continue 
to publish as is.
- staff report 
JMU hopes to create a new tradition with the seal’s construction.
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JMU to cap 
guests
December graduates to get six tickets
By ERIN FLYNN
The Breeze
A recent surge in graduation applications for Decem-
ber’s commencement ceremony has led to a limit on how 
many seats graduates can reserve for attendees. 
According to Bill Wyatt, JMU’s senior director of 
communications and university spokesman, before 
Thanksgiving there were a large number of graduation 
submissions. As of Wednesday, more than 726 undergrad-
uate applicants were expected to graduate, a significant 
increase from last year’s 650 applicants. The total number 
of graduates, however, is 831 including graduate students. 
In previous years, graduates used to be able to reserve 
an unlimited number of seats, but this surge is now a 
potential safety issue, which has led the university to 
limit the number of seats a graduate can reserve at the 
Convocation Center to six. 
“We understand that this may cause an inconvenience 
for some graduates and their families,” Wyatt said in an 
email. “We are excited to celebrate the accomplishments 
of the more than 800 graduates, but the safety of those 
attending has to take priority.” 
An email from the Commencement Planning Team 
will be sent out this Thursday morning and contains a link 
where graduates can reserve tickets until Dec.16, accord-
ing to Wyatt. After this date, leftover tickets will be made 
available on a first come, first serve basis. Wyatt also said 
that leftover tickets might be limited to a certain number, 
which is yet to be determined.    
According to Wyatt, the number of those attending 
graduation has steadily increased over the years and
see TICKETS, page 3 
By DANIELLE RUBLE
contributing writer 
A garage door, reminiscent of the building’s former car repair days, 
remains open. The sounds of music, clinking glasses and group laugh-
ter carry out into Wolfe Street, beckoning potential patrons. Pints of 
amber-colored beer sit in front of college students and local beer 
lovers, settled atop white coasters bearing the brewery’s logo, a top-
hat-wearing wolf. Outside, dim overhead lights illuminate the name 
— Wolfe Street Brewing Co. 
Located downtown near the corner of Wolfe and Liberty streets, 
Wolfe Street Brewing Co. is the newest addition to Harrisonburg’s 
growing collection of local breweries. It joins three others: Brothers 
Craft Brewing, Three Notch’d Brewing Company and Pale Fire Brew-
ing Co. Wolfe Street is owned by 2005 JMU graduate Josh Canada, who 
also owns Back Bay Brewing in Virginia Beach.
Canada considered opening another brewery after Leo Cook, one 
of his business partners, called to tell him he had found a unique 
location for one. 
“I really liked Harrisonburg, I liked JMU, I liked the location,” 
see WOLFE, page 9
Patrons sit at the bar at Wolfe Street Brewing Co. downtown. Owner Josh Canada also owns Back Bay Brewing in Virginia Beach. 
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New kids on the block
Wolfe Street Brewing Co. to hold grand opening this Saturday
Postseason preparation
After a first round bye, No. 5 seed JMU will host Colgate University in Saturday’s playoff 
By MATT WEYRICH
The Breeze
The Dukes (9-2, 6-2 Colonial Athletic Association) return to the 
playoffs for their second consecutive season as they get set to take 
on Colgate University (8-4 overall, 6-0 Patriot League) in the sec-
ond round of the Football Championship Subdivision playoffs. JMU 
comes off a first-round bye after defeating Villanova University in 
the final week of the regular season, while the Raiders look to stay 
hot after taking down the University of New Hampshire 27-20 in the 
first round last Saturday for its sixth straight win. 
1. Previewing the JMU offense
The Dukes enter the matchup with the edge in nearly every offen-
sive category, including passing yards, rushing yards, touchdowns 
and points per game. Powered by the running back duo of redshirt 
sophomore Cardon Johnson and junior Khalid Abdullah, JMU is the 
only offense in the FCS that has more than one running back with 
more than 900 yards on the ground this season.
Preparing for his fourth career start, sophomore quarterback 
Bryan Schor has led the Dukes to at least 29 points in two of his three 
starts, filling in for the injured redshirt senior Vad Lee. With only one
see FOOTBALL, page 12 
The Dukes run through drills during Tuesday afternoon’s practice. 
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Brought to you by The Breeze andFREE POSTER INSIDE!
Celebrate the Dukes’ season and the 
upcoming playoffs with a keepsake poster. 
Poster inserted inside today’s paper.
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The Breeze, the student-run newspaper 
of James Madison University, serves 
student, faculty and staff readership by 
reporting news involving the campus 
and local community. The Breeze strives 
to be impartial and fair in its reporting 
and firmly believes in First Amendment 
rights.
Published Monday and Thursday 
mornings, The Breeze is distributed 
throughout James Madison University 
and the local Harrisonburg community.  
Single copies of The Breeze are 
distributed free of charge. Additional 
copies are available for 50 cents 
by contacting our business office. 
Comments and complaints should be 



















































reflections on 38 years of Analyzing Terrorism 
with Former State department intelligence 
Analyst dennis Pluchinsky, Madison College class 
of 1973 @ duke Hall, room 1032, 5:45 to 7 p.m.
Meet The Patels @ Court Square Theater, regular 
tickets $9.50, student tickets $8.50, 7 to 9 p.m.
JMU men’s basketball game vs. Western Michigan 
@ Convocation Center, 7:30 p.m.
Mystery of the Christmas Star returns @ John C. 
Wells Planetarium, Fridays and Saturdays 7 p.m., 
Sunday afternoons 2 p.m.
Senior dinner @ Taste of Thai, 7 to 9 p.m.
Harrisonburg Holiday Parade & Tree lighting with 
the Marching royal dukes @ corner of Grattan 
and Main Street and ends on Gay St., 7:30 p.m.
FCS Playoffs, JMU home football game vs. Colgate 
@ Bridgeforth Stadium, 1 p.m.
downtown Holiday Tour @ downtown 
Harrisonburg, tickets at the door $25, 11  to 4 p.m.
Exit 245’s final concert: no Way out! @ Festival 
Ballroom, regular tickets $7, student tickets $7, 6 p.m.
Brunch @ FoodBarFood, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
JMU men’s basketball game vs. Marshall @ 
Convocation Center, 2 p.m.
Wreath Workshop with locally sourced greens and 
berries from Shenandoah Farms @ 117 S Main St., $15, 





Paris attacks may be 
a stagnating signal
McClatchy Washington Bureau
IRAQ — The death of the suspected plan-
ner of the Paris terror attacks as well as the 
targeted assassinations of two high-profile 
Islamic State members who were at the fore-
front of its international recruiting efforts are 
unlikely to turn significant numbers of sup-
porters away from the group, experts say.
But there is some good news, according 
to analysts and internal Islamic State docu-
ments: The group might be encountering 
difficulty in finding new recruits from out-
side Syria and Iraq.
Aymenn al-Tamimi, a jihadi expert for the 
Middle East Forum in Philadelphia, says an 
Islamic State document dated Oct. 2 that he 
has uncovered offered temporary amnesty 
to deserters from the group. That’s a possible 
sign that the group’s having trouble retain-
ing troops amid flagging morale, he said, and 
may be one reason the group is expanding 
the battlefield to Europe at a time when it 
seems to have abandoned large-scale mili-
tary operations in Iraq and Syria.
“On the home front, they’re facing chal-
lenges in recruiting and mobilizing,” he said. 
“Impossible to fight on so many fronts at 
once.”
J.M. Berger, a co-author of a book that 
focused on the Islamic State’s social media 
operations, agrees the group might be 
running out of recruits attracted to its car-
nage-driven ethos. 
Smog in Beijing raises 
climate talks 
McClatchy Washington Bureau
CHINA  — A day after Chinese lead-
er Xi Jinping  arrived in Paris for the 
United Nations climate conference, 
his country’s capital was smothered 
Monday with some of its worst smog 
of the year.
Levels of tiny particulates — known 
as PM 2.5 — topped 600 micrograms per 
cubic meter in Beijing by late afternoon, 
according to monitoring by the U.S. 
Embassy and other institutions. That’s 
about 24 times higher than the level 
considered safe by the World Health 
Organization.
The stench of soot hung over the 
city of 22 million, with the pollution 
obscuring visibility and prompting 
some citizens to question the gov-
ernment’s well-publicized claims of 
working to clean up the air.
“It is almost impossible to breathe in 
Beijing now,” wrote Tianxuan Ke’aiduo, 
a resident of Beijing’s Haidian district, 
on Weibo, China’s main social media 
platform. “Even our right of breathing 
freely is deprived. I call for the govern-
ment to really treat the air.”
Beijing’s pollution comes partly 
from vehicle exhaust, but the recent 
smog is more likely the result of sea-
sonal burning of coal — China’s main 
form of energy.
Guam to become a new 
US military base
McClatchy Washington Bureau
GUAM — Thousands of Marines will 
land on this island sometime in the next 
few years, and their first steps will fall on a 
sturdy-as-granite pier in a sheltered Pacif-
ic harbor newly rebuilt to carry wave after 
wave of tank-driving troops.
“We’re ready for them,” said Cmdr. David 
Ellis, the executive officer at a Navy base 
that’s been swelling with military construc-
tion projects to prepare for the new troops.
What’s less certain is what the Marines will 
do when they get here.
This U.S. territory in the Western Pacific, 
long a way station for passing jets and sub-
marines, is about to become a hub for a force 
of 4,800 Marines who’ll be charged with 
readying for war and disasters in East Asia.
The Pentagon has not yet persuaded 
two nearby islands to accept a propos-
al that would give the Marines a space to 
train during their Pacific patrols. And some 
are suggesting that it may be difficult to sta-
tion so many military service members on 
Guam if they cannot train nearby.
On one island, Tinian, a Marine plan 
to practice ground maneuvers is setting 
off fears that the sounds of mortars and 
rocket blasts will quash a budding Chi-
nese-backed tourism-casino industry. The 
companies behind the casinos have been 
hinting they’d pull out if the Marine pro-
posal becomes a reality.
Iraqi forces cut Islamic 
State supply lines
McClatchy Foreign Staff
IRAQ — Iraqi forces backed by Iranian-
trained militias and U.S. airtrikes have made 
significant progress in isolating Ramadi, 
the capital of Anbar province that Islam-
ic State overran in May, according to Iraqi 
officials, local residents and Western mili-
tary advisers.
But it is uncertain that the city will 
soon be retaken. Iraqi officials repeatedly 
have expressed optimism about progress 
against Islamic State, only to be unable to 
defeat the extremists, especially in areas 
such as Ramadi where Sunni Muslims are 
in the majority and have little trust in the 
Shiite-led government in Baghdad.
“We have now cut the last supply line of 
Daesh connecting Ramadi to Syria,” said an 
Iraqi officer who works in the Anbar com-
mand center but lacks authorization to 
speak publicly. “Iraqi forces can now stran-
gle the terrorists inside the city and we 
should see victory in a few days.”Daesh is 
an Arabic term for Islamic State
A Western military adviser to Iraq’s 
autonomous Kurdish Regional Gov-
ernment, who has been briefed on the 
situation by his country’s trainers work-
ing to rebuild the Iraqi military, agreed 
that the progress to isolate Ramadi was a 
legitimate achievement. 
Compiled from Tribune News Service. 
Apps could “Uber-ize” 
some holiday deliveries
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution
ATLANTA — The delivery vehicle that pulls 
up to the house this year might be a blue Toyota 
instead of a brown truck.
Phone apps that enable regular citizens to 
hire themselves and their cars out to businesses 
as delivery persons — much the same way Uber 
turns them into taxi drivers — are expected to gain 
traction during this year’s holiday shopping sea-
son, experts say.
Atlanta-based Kanga and Roadie are just two 
players in the new variation on the “sharing econ-
omy,” where startups and freelancing consumers 
share a piece of the multibillion-dollar logistics 
pie that has been the domain of UPS, FedEx and 
the Postal Service.
The model is most useful for individuals or 
small businesses making local sales. Retail giant 
Amazon, though, has rolled out its version of app-
based delivery — Amazon Flex — to more than a 
dozen cities. Amazon will still deliver through tra-
ditional services but will use Flex drivers.
Bail set for student 
accused of racist threat
The Seattle Times
BELLINGHAM — A court commissioner  set 
bail at $10,000 for the Western Washington Uni-
versity student accused of posting threats against 
students of color on a social media website.
Whatcom County Court Commissioner Mar-
tha Gross on Tuesday found probable cause to 
hold Tysen Campbell, 19, for investigation of 
first-degree malicious harassment, the state’s 
hate crime statute. Campbell, who has not been 
charged, will be arraigned Dec. 11.
Although formal charging is not expected 
before his arraignment, Gross said, she told 
Campbell that first-degree malicious harass-
ment can carry a term of up to five years in 
prison. According to state law, malicious harass-
ment is an attack motivated by a perception of 
someone’s race, color, religion, national origin, 
sexual orientation, gender, or disability, and 
results in physical injury, property damage or 
threats that would place a reasonable person in 
fear of harm.
Snapchat holds the line 
on targeted ads
Los Angeles Times
LOS ANGELES — A stunning 100 million peo-
ple use Snapchat every day, and advertisers are 
demanding more access to them.
But more than a year after rolling out its first 
ad, Snapchat still doesn’t have a clear ad strat-
egy. The Los Angeles company has frustrated 
advertisers by resisting one of the industry’s most 
popular and lucrative tools: targeted advertising, 
which shows users ads based on their unique 
browsing histories and interests.
Chief Executive Evan Spiegel said the chat 
and video-sharing app’s ad offerings are still in 
the early stages, but the company’s philosophy 
is to not allow “creepy” targeting. He is trying to 
balance what users want with what advertisers 
expect.
Big brands, including Coca-Cola, Toyota and 
W Hotels, have experimented with Snapchat ads 
because they couldn’t pass up the easy chance 
to market to a large segment of highly coveted 
young consumers.
Texas clashes with 
refugee agency 
Los Angeles Times
FORT WORTH — Texas  state officials are threat-
ening a local refugee resettlement agency with legal 
action should it continue aiding Syrian refugees.
Texas is home to the country’s second-largest 
population of Syrian refugees, with 242 resettled 
within its borders since 2012.  The state threatened 
to take legal action and terminate the contract of 
the Dallas office of the International Rescue Com-
mittee. The group receives federal funding and 
operates through the state’s refugee resettlement 
program.
“The governor believes that accepting refugees 
from Syria is incompatible with an absolute com-
mitment to the safety of Texans,” wrote Chris Traylor, 
executive commissioner of the state agency. “Failure 
of your organization to cooperate with the State of 
Texas as required by federal law may result in the 
termination for your contract with the state and 
other legal action.”
Compiled from Tribune News Service.
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Rocktown Rallies is receiving coat and blanket donations for local Syrian refugees. The drive began Nov. 7 and will continue until Friday. 
Students interested in donating can drop off items at Carrier Library, Rose Library and most dormitories throughout campus. 
Event to encourage campus unity
Members of Muslim Students Association hope to break down stereotypes in dialogue
By CHRIS KENT 
The Breeze
A local humanitarian group called 
Rocktown Rallies is collecting coats and 
blankets for Syrian refugees in the com-
munity. The group is receiving donations 
until Friday at businesses all around 
Harrisonburg. 
“It’s easy to see these families and to 
think about putting yourself into their sit-
uation,” Alysia Davis, one of the organizers 
of Rocktown Rallies, said. “To have your 
entire life uprooted and then trying to fig-
ure out what the best thing to do — it is not 
easy, no one has the right answers, but it is 
easy to teach humanity.”
The U.S. saw an increase of 25 percent 
in accepted applicants of Syrian refugees 
seeking asylum from 29 in 2011 to 36 in 
2013, according to the U.S. Department of 
State. None of those statistics include the 
amount of refugees pouring in from Iraq, 
Jordan and other surrounding countries. 
According to Kate Trotta, a member 
of Rocktown Rallies, the group has been 
working with Harrisonburg’s Refugee 
Resettlement Office to help coordinate 
the arrival of these immigrants in coordi-
nation with the Church World Service, a 
faith-based humanitarian organization. 
Rocktown Rallies has 23 drop-off locations 
across Harrisonburg, along with a dona-
tion bin in dormitories and libraries on 
JMU’s campus, according to Davis. 
The Church World Service held a collec-
tion drive earlier this year for newly-arrived 
refugees in October according to Trotta. 
“They have a list of items that they need 
for newly arrived families, and we are set-
ting up drives to gather these items,” Trotta 
said. “We also worked with them to throw 
a welcome party for all of the refugees that 
arrived in October which was almost 60 
people with more than half of them being 
children.”
For Davis, part of her motivation to form 
Rocktown Rallies was sparked after see-
ing the picture of 3-year-old Alyan Kurdi 
waterlogged and drowned on the shores 
of a Turkish beach. Davis thought that 
no child ought to endure that, which led 
to her meeting with a group of 12 friends 
that since has turned into 500 follow-
ers on Rocktown Rallies’ Facebook page. 
see KINDNESS, page 4
By MAKENA RAFFERTY-LEWIS
The Breeze
JMU’s Muslim Students Association hopes to make campus more 
unified through a discussion called “Islamophobia” that will take 
place Thursday at 7 p.m. in Madison Union 256. 
Najeeha Khan, a junior international affairs and religion double 
major and president of MSA, believes that now, especially after the 
recent Paris attacks, is a good time to have a discussion like this one. 
“We want it to be a campus dialogue,” Khan said. “We can’t fix the 
problem everywhere, but we can start on our campus.”  
MSA hopes to accomplish its goal of bringing the JMU campus 
closer together.
“What our plan is, is to have a more inclusive community by invit-
ing everyone in JMU to come break the stereotypes surrounding 
Islamophobia,” Aarij Siddiqui, a sophomore justice studies major 
and vice president of MSA, said. 
 Khan believes that it’s important for the MSA to have discussions 
like this at least once a year. She believes that, even at JMU, stereo-
typing and misconceptions are a serious issue. 
According to Khan, hate crimes have risen more after the Paris 
attacks than they did after 9/11. 
“We have seen our own Muslim students that come to MSA having 
to deal with language said by other students on campus or profes-
sors even,” Khan said. “It is really taking a toll.” 
 MSA has partnered with the Diversity Education Empowerment 
Program, or D.E.E.P. Impact, to help facilitate this discussion. D.E.E.P. 
Impact is under the Center for Multicultural Student Services. 
“Our main goal is to provide services programs that heighten 
awareness and celebrate diversity,” Daroon Jalil, a junior psychol-
ogy major and a diversity educator at D.E.E.P Impact said. 
 D.E.E.P Impact facilitates dialogues, campus-wide cultural events 
and outreach programs and, according to Jalil, will be involved with 
the “Islamophobia” discussion through its outreach program.
 Jalil said that an organization, class or residence hall can request 
D.E.E.P. Impact’s services. Those interested can fill out a form online. 
Khan filled out one of these forms requesting  D.E.E.P Impact’s 
assistance. 
“We are trained to talk about and facilitate these kinds of sensitive 
conversations,” Jalil said.
 Jalil will be at the discussion on Thursday, providing tips to MSA 
on how it can present information.
 Khan wants the discussion to focus on how Islamophobia has led 
some students and community members to feel isolated.
MSA plans to talk about fear, isolation and prejudice and how 
these factors can negatively affect a community as a whole. The 
organization believes that people should be able to have their own 
opinions based on relevant and correct facts.
see DISCUSSION, page 4
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from front
space is one of the issues that the uni-
versity has faced regarding December 
graduation. 
“We thought that we could get by for 
another year without ticketing,” Wyatt 
said. “However, with the increased 
undergraduate applications and after 
conversations with the fire marshal, the 
university determined the ticketing policy 
needed to be implemented this year as 
the safety of our graduates, friends and 
family is paramount.”
Thomas Estes, a client services asso-
ciate at JMU’s registrar office, said that 
during last December’s commencement 
ceremony, the number of people in atten-
dance exceeded the fire code, which 
changes based on the event taking place. 
“That’s why there’s the tickets now, to 
make sure we’re in conjunction with the 
fire marshal and the Harrisonburg Fire 
Department,” Estes said.
According to Wyatt, there are several 
reasons behind the increase in the grad-
uation’s attendance, including more 
students who are coming in with trans-
fer credits, more students with multiple 
majors and an increase in graduate pro-
grams available. 
Estes thinks that more students are 
choosing to graduate earlier than origi-
nally planned.
“So we have just speculated amongst 
ourselves that maybe students are feel-
ing secure enough to actually graduate 
in December and realize the benefits of 
it,” Estes said. 
According to Ramona Messenger, the 
director of university planning, each 
ticket has an individual bar code, which 
means that if they’re duplicated, the sec-
ond individual will be unable to enter the 
ceremony. 
The decision wasn’t taken lightly, 
according to the email, including the 
decision for graduates to order tickets 
through the link. 
“Another part of the decision of going 
electronic was because we have so many 
graduate students and even undergrads 
who don’t live here,” Messenger said. 
There will also be an overflow area 
located in Wilson Hall where anyone who 
doesn’t have a ticket can watch the cer-
emony live on a screen. Parking will be 
available in the Warsaw Parking Deck for 
those individuals, according to the email, 
and the ceremony can also be viewed live 
from the JMU website. 
According to Messenger, Wilson 
already has the audio and visual equip-
ment and sound system needed for the 
viewing. There will also be several addi-
tions that will unite the ceremony with 
the satellite viewing. 
“What we’re going to do is we’ll still 
have ushers, we’ll have some volunteer 
staff there to hand out programs, we’re 
offering beverages and snacks, you know 
coffee and danishes and things,” Messen-
ger said. “It’ll be decorated a bit, we’re 
trying to make it as festive as possible.”
Shuttles will also be running continu-
ously between the Warsaw Parking Deck 
and the Festival and Convo lots.
While traffic isn’t as big of an issue 
for the December graduation, Messen-
ger hopes that the use of shuttles will 
alleviate any traffic found near the Con-
vocation Center.
“We always have congestion — normal 
Harrisonburg Saturday traffic — near the 
Convo, that’s always a problem,” Messen-
ger said. “So that’s the other great thing, is 
that we’re hoping people take advantage 
of Warsaw and we’ll shuttle them over to 
the Convo and they won’t have any traffic 
coming or going.”
Despite the change to the commence-
ment ceremony, all individuals will be 
brought to the correct place. 
“No matter where people are, we’ll 
get them to the right ceremony. We’ll 
get them to Convo if they have tickets 
or we’ll get them to Wilson for satellite 
viewing and the same thing in reverse 
for Warsaw Parking Deck,” Messenger 
said. “So, if the family comes and the 
two grandparents are going to Wilson 
to view it, they can still park together.”
CONTACT Erin Flynn at 
breezenews@gmail.com.
“No matter where people 
are, we’ll get them to 
the right ceremony. 
We’ll get them to the 
Convo if they have 
tickets or we’ll get them 
to Wilson for satellite 
viewing and the same 
thing in reverse for 
Warsaw Parking Deck.”
Ramona Messenger 
director of University Events 
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— it’s in your hands.
Imagine …
After the terrorist attacks in Paris, many federal, state, and 
local governments have changed their immigration policies 
for refugees. The mayor of Roanoke is insisting that the 
Syrian migrants in his city be moved to Harrisonburg with 
the 3,000 that have already been resettled here.
Should Harrisonburg accept these additional people? Who/
what are the legitimate authorities in this situation? Would 
you weigh this KQ more heavily than perhaps empathy?
jmu.edu/mc/ madisoncollaborative @JMUMC
AUTHORITY
TRADITION | Donors hope to create candle lighting ceremony for seniors
from front 
      The purpose of the seal is to create a tradition 
that allows students to learn the Alma Mater and 
take pride in the seal by not walking on it. The 
society is also hoping to use the project to help 
unify other JMU traditions, such as the candle 
lighting ceremony for seniors.  
For the lighting ceremony, students will make 
a tradition of walking down to the seal, accord-
ing to Barnes.  
 “I think it’s a really cool new tradition that 
they are adding to JMU. The fact that your not 
suppose dto step on it is a cool little thing,” 
junior JMU student ambassador and interdisci-
plinary liberal studies major April Andrews said.
 For The Madison Society, things seemed 
to work together in finishing the project. The 
society was discussing the project earlier this 
semester when it happened to discover funds 
put in place in 2003 for the exact purpose of cre-
ating a JMU seal.
“We inadvertently discovered that there used 
to be class gifts given from each graduating 
class., Barnes said. 
The class of 2003 had raised close to $14,000 
for the creation and placement of a JMU seal, 
however the project never was completed.
“It’s one thing to say, ‘I would like to do this,’ 
but it’s another to get approvals and to get the 
right people in line to do it,” Barnes said. “This 
is one of the secrets that really works well with 
The Madison society — the 25 faculty, staff and 
administrators are all representatives of all 
the colleges and divisions of the university, so 
they are able to make things happen in a much 
quicker way.” 
 The finished production of the seal was a 
team effort between the already existing funds 
from the JMU class of 2003 and the leadership 
of the diverse group of students, faculty and 
administrators within The Madison Society. 
The organizations they reached out to includ-
ed faculty members from the different colleges, 
individuals from the JMU Alumni Association 
and those in the athletic department. 
 “This is a collaboration effort between stu-
dents, faculty, staff and alums,” Warner said. “It 
is one more example of the power of collabora-
tion on our campus.” 
 While landmarks such as the Spirit Rock, 
tunnel, and now the seal spur and demonstrate 
a  tradition, these seem to be only the surface of 
the numerous JMU traditions that may be less 
physically palpable.
“There are so many positive traditions, like 
opening doors, saying ‘Hi’ to folks we don’t 
know and serving others. This plaque with the 
alma mater will help us perpetuate the kind of 
culture we want at JMU,” Warner said.
Warner and Barnes are appreciative of The 
Madison Society and its desire to initiate and 
nurture positive traditions on the JMU campus., 
the power of which have definitely left impacts 
on both students and faculty alike.
“I actually decided to come to JMU when I 
was at a football game and they flew all of the 
streamers,” Andrews said. “I was like, ‘this is the 
coolest thing ever. I think our traditions are what 
make JMU, JMU.” 
CONTACT Louis Gaertner at 
gaertnlp@dukes.jmu.edu. 
TANNER LESLIE / THE BREEZE
The class of 2003 had raised nearly $14,000 for the seal, but the project was not completed. This year, The 
Madison Society helped to raise the rest of the money and the seal was placed during Thanksgiving break. 
KINDNESS | ‘About half of the 
Syrian refugees are children.’ 
from page 3
“About half of the Syrian refugees are children,” Trotta said. “No child should ever have to 
go through what these children have experienced, and we are doing everything we can to ease 
their suffering even if that only means keeping them warm while they wait in refugee camps 
for whatever their future may hold.”
The blankets and coats collected are being sent to a refugee camp in Turkey with the aid of the 
humanitarian organization Embrace Relief, which collected 18,000 jackets for refugees last year. 
Local resident Khanda Johns is a refugee herself. Her parents emigrated from the Kurdistan 
region of the Middle East in 1996 and has gone through the same emotional experience as the 
families arriving now. Johns helped Rocktown Rallies by raising $600 from friends and family 
that she used to purchase children’s jackets from Costco for the families abroad. Johns feels if 
everyone did a little to help, it would go a long way to help refugees around the world.  
“I just love giving to children and making sure they’re safe. I do it for the kids,” Johns said. 
“I don’t see any religion, culture, it doesn’t matter what color they are. I feel like if we all pitch 
in and help out, we would have less of that problem in our world.” 
CONTACT Chris Kent at chris kent2cm@dukes.jmu.edu. 
DISCUSSION | Students and faculty are encouraged to attend the event
from page 3
“We need to learn to speak for yourself and get the right infor-
mation from the right sources, and not play into the politics of fear,” 
Khan said.
 Siddiqui believes that it’s important for JMU students and faculty 
to understand that not all Muslims are like what the media portrays. 
“Me being a Muslim, I would not even call those people Muslims, 
because in Islam, if you kill any person for no absolute reason, you 
get the same amount of sins as if you killed all of humanity that 
ever existed,” Siddiqui said. “So you are immediately denounced 
for being a Muslim.”
 Siddiqui also thinks that the term “moderate” Muslim is one that 
needs to be clarified.
“In the media lately people are saying stuff like, ‘Muslims need 
to stand up, moderate Muslims need to do something about this 
issue,’” Siddiqui said. 
He believes it’s offensive to call the majority of Muslims 
“moderate.” 
“There is no such thing as a moderate Muslim,” Siddiqui said. 
“Moderate Muslim is just a media made-up term, saying that we 
haven’t reached that crazy potential yet, to go do those extremist 
actions.”
 All students and faculty are welcome to attend and join in the 
dialogue, regardless of their background.
“The more the merrier,” Siddiqui said. “We would love as many 
people as we can get.” 
 Khan believes that it’s up to the students to invite those who may 
be Islamophobic, because perhaps then their views can be adjusted.
“We really want students to reach out to other students and pro-
fessors who they think could really benefit from a discussion like 
this, open-minded people will come anyway,” Khan said.
This discussion is meant to be an open place where people can 
discuss their views and experiences in an intellectual way. 
“I think this is a really good thing that MSA is doing and I think 
it is long overdue,” Jalil said.
CONTACT Makena Rafferty-Lewis at 
raffermf@dukes.jmu.edu. 
COURTESY OF KHANDA JOHNS
Khanda Johns, a Harrisonburg resident and a hairdresser at The Studio, donated money to Rocktown 
Rallies because she was a refugee herself. This year’s Rocktown Rallies coat drive ends on Dec. 4. 
“There are so many positive 
traditions, like opening 
doors, saying ‘Hi’ to folks 
we don’t know and serving 
others. This plaque with 
the alma mater will help 
us perpetuate the kind of 
culture we want at JMU.” 
Mark Warner
senior vice president of student 
affairs and university planning
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A “what-else-is-new?” dart to 
the piece about student marriage. 
From someone who realizes that 
Virginia is for lovers and Dukes get 
married all the time.
A “flood-of-gratitude” pat to the 
student who let me know about the 
overflowing bathroom and saved 
Gibbons from having a much worse 
flood than if they hadn’t.
From a housekeeper who was 
happy to clean up the lesser flooding 
that did happen.
A “you-are-the-greatest-
person-on-planet-Earth” pat to 
the cashier at the Showker pod.
From a grateful junior who 
appreciates you trying to brighten 
someone’s day.
A “job-well-done” pat to our 
waitress at Capital Ale House 
Tuesday night.
From an envious former waiter 
who was impressed at your ability 
to handle an 11-person table with 
ease.
A “thinner-isn’t-always-
better” dart to Apple for the plan 
to remove the 3.5 mm headphone 
jack from the new iPhone.
From someone who appreciates 
the convenience of being able to 
purchase headphones from third-
party companies.
A “thanks-for-being-mine” pat 
to my friends who are always there 
to give me advice. 
From a senior who appreciates 
the second opinions.
Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.
Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org
EDITORIAL BOARD |  The Breeze
When most mention the word “newspaper,” a print 
publication probably comes to mind. But in the ever-changing 
media landscape, news is much more than that. For the past 
42 years, The Breeze has been published twice a week. But 
now we’re making a change. 
Tradition is hard to break from, but we’re excited to 
announce a transition to a new publishing model, beginning 
next semester. We’ll have a once-a-week paper on Thursdays 
with a bigger emphasis on online content. Breaking news 
can’t always wait for print, and we want to get that to you 
firsthand, as it happens. 
Media is evolving and so are we. Our audience is online 
— reading, retweeting, sharing and liking more than ever. 
We here at The Breeze are coming more directly to you, the 
reader. 
And it won’t just be breaking news. We’ll be providing you 
the same quality content across all of our sections and more 
than just twice a week. Missed the game last night? Look for 
the story just hours later. Trying to decide whether to go to 
that new restaurant? You won’t have to wait for just Monday 
or Thursday to get our take. Want to find out our columnists’ 
view on the burning issues of the day? Check out our daily 
commentary. 
With this change comes a new website, which is now active. 
It’s the same address, breezejmu.org, but has an updated look 
and the added punch of being responsive on any device, from 
desktop to phone screen. This update is in line with one of our 
goals as a news organization: to be as accessible as possible 
to our readers. 
This transition will be a challenge, but it’s something we’re 
up for. We want to continue to be your go-to source for JMU-
related news, and be even more effective at that. 
The future of The Breeze is now, and we’re happy to take 
this step forward.
A step forward
We reflect on The Breeze’s upcoming transition
Wayne Epps Jr. 
Editor-in-chief









ROBYN SMITH | spoonful of sugar
The world first fell in love with SpongeBob SquarePants in 
the ’90s. Then, in 2004, that little yellow sponge gave the world 
something more to love: a movie.
Yes, that movie is “The SpongeBob SquarePants Movie.” And 
it’s incredible.
It has everything a little fish could ask for. Musical numbers 
that play over and over again in your head? Check. All the 
Krabby Patties you could ever drool over? Check. Patrick Star 
saving the day in (ironic) fishnet tights? You betcha.
If you were deprived of SpongeBob as a child, you can catch 
up now with this movie and rub it in your parents’ faces! 
Don’t be afraid to teach your friends all the classic hits that 
were part of the film’s musical score, like “I’m Ready” and “Goofy 
Goober Rock.” You all can jam out to Squidward’s ballad! Just 
kidding, Squidward doesn’t sing in this film.
As for the movie’s plot, all you need to know is that SpongeBob 
and his best friend Patrick go on an adventure to save Bikini 
Bottom. It doesn’t matter why. What matters are the jokes, the 
feels and the guest appearance of David Hasselhoff. Guess who 
he plays? If you guessed a merman, I wish you were right. But 
no! He plays himself as a lifeguard.
When I first saw this movie, it was in a theater (before they 
charged $20 a ticket) and the whole room sang along to the 
classic theme song. Watching it now brings me the same joy the 
show brought me as a child, even though singing along when I’m 
alone in my bedroom doesn’t have the same powerhouse effect.
If you’re looking for laughs, nostalgia and maybe a few shed 
tears (don’t worry, I won’t judge), watch “The SpongeBob 
SquarePants Movie.” You’ll only regret that you didn’t watch 
it sooner.
recommendation of the week
Movie: “The SpongeBob SquarePants Movie” (2004)
KELSEY HARDING / THE BREEZE
Social media is 
an interesting thing, 
especially for the fact 
that now we can post out 
bigoted opinions online 
instead of making hateful 
comments to each 
other’s faces. It makes it 
easier for when someone 
cowardly doesn’t want 
to have a real face-to-face discussion about 
their bigotry, in fear they’ll have to face facts. 
As a matter of fact, I recently corrected 
someone on Facebook, to which the response 
was quite literally “facts don’t matter.”  Also 
recently, in the wave of rising Islamophobic 
rhetoric, I saw a very interesting picture of 
a man who claimed to “Muslim-proof” his 
street by placing heads of butchered pigs on 
the road. I guess the assumption here was 
that, like vampires, you can ward off Muslims 
using pig heads and maybe some garlic 
cloves or perhaps a wooden cross. 
So in a world where bigotry and ignorance 
go hand in hand, I’d like to offer a guide to 
those who may be interested in knowing how 
to ward off Muslims and all our evils — right 
from a Muslim. It doesn’t get better than that. 
I’m basically giving you my kryptonite.
First of all, as the post I described above 
assumed, Muslims don’t just refrain from 
eating pig products, but we are terrified of 
anything pig related. As a matter of fact, 
unlike many children from my generation, 
I never watched “Winnie the Pooh.” Why? 
Well, Piglet gave me nightmares. Really bad 
nightmares. This isn’t just me, this goes for all 
Muslims around the world. 
Another thing Muslims can’t stand are 
cartoons. I’m not talking about just the ones 
that depict our prophet as a bomb-wielding, 
big-nosed pedophile, but any cartoons. This 
is because a real Muslim lacks any sense of 
humor, creativity or grasp of what satire is. 
Yes, some cartoons are actually offensive, 
but a Muslim knows that all cartoons are 
actually just tools of Western Imperialism. 
Want to keep Muslims away? Hang up a strip 
of a Calvin and Hobbes cartoon on your door, 
preferably with some bacon next to it for 
double protection. 
Last but not least, and this might be the 
most lethal weapon against Muslims: the 
American flag. Nothing is obviously more 
American than that powerful red, white and 
blue star-spangled banner. And, as it’s widely 
known, Muslims are the most un-American 
people of all time. We cringe at the sight of 
eagles and feel sick to our stomach from 
the smell of apple pie. Muslims are so 
un-American, you would never catch one 
of us watching football or screaming at Kirk 
Cousins when he throws an interception. 
You wouldn’t catch a Muslim living 
in America to begin with. Our families 
never left their homes in search for better 
opportunities. Please don’t fact check any 
of this. Muslims are also against logical 
reasoning and so-called “facts.” 
But now that you’ve armed yourself with 
bacon, cartoons and an American flag, you 
are officially protected from Islam.
But if you don’t necessarily agree with 
these methods or don’t feel threatened 
by my presence in my own country, feel 
free to live your life normally. I know I will 
continue living normally whether there are 
Islamophobes out there or not.
Nahla Aboutabl is a senior international 
affairs major. Contact Nahla at 
aboutanm@dukes.jmu.edu.
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KEVAN HULLIGAN |  the war room
HAYLEY MOORE |  historical nonfiction NAHLA ABOUTABL |  respect the riot
TELL IT LIKE IT IS
The Planned Parenthood shooting is an act of terrorism
Need help? @AskTSA
People should utilize the TSA’s new Twitter account
I found myself watching 
the news a lot over 
Thanksgiving break and 
I kept seeing a similar 
theme of traveling 
and airport reports 
throughout. I knew that 
this was partly because of 
the recent terror threats 
and also because holidays 
are always busy times for traveling. Since my 
parents recently moved overseas and I’m 
preparing to fly in a few weeks, I paid attention 
to any tips to help me avoid any issues. 
There was one piece of information I wasn’t 
aware of. Back in September, the Transportation 
Security Administration launched a new Twitter 
account, @AskTSA. You can 
tweet to the account asking 
about security protocols and 
about specific items you can 
and can’t carry. 
I slightly laughed over the 
fact that the TSA had its own 
Twitter handle and that the 
news was urging people to use 
it. I’ve basically memorized the 
TSA website since I’ll be flying 
a lot in the next year. I can tell 
you the maximum weight limits 
for luggage and explain the 3-1-1 rule for carry-
on luggage, so I figured this was something I’d 
never use. 
That attitude changed when I spoke to my 
mother. Besides the Christmas presents she 
wanted me to bring over, she also wanted two 
specific items that weren’t the normal things 
you would take on a plane: two boxes of Turkey 
seasoning and upholstery cleaner. Apparently, 
Italy didn’t have a large stock of either of these 
items.  
I knew that I wouldn’t have issues with the 
seasoning because it would be in boxes, but I 
got worried about the upholstery cleaner. Was I 
even allowed to bring upholstery cleaner in my 
checked luggage? 
I kept going through scenarios in my head. 
If I wasn’t supposed to bring the cleaner in my 
checked luggage, I knew I’d either get detained 
and have a meltdown in front of security or 
they’d take it away and I’d feel bad that I couldn’t 
help my mom out. I’m an anxious flyer as it is, 
and this stress wasn’t helping. 
On Sunday, I was talking with a friend about 
my dilemma and suddenly remembered the 
@AskTSA Twitter account. I sat on my Twitter 
app thinking how ridiculous I was going to look 
to followers, but I typed “Dear @AskTSA, am 
I allowed to bring a spray bottle of upholstery 
cleaner in my checked bag? Parents stationed 
in Italy and can’t find any.” 
Within 10 minutes, I had a response from 
whoever runs the Twitter saying that it is an 
aerosol and they’re typically 
prohibited unless it’s a personal 
care item. Sorry mom, I’ll help 
you look for upholstery cleaner 
during break. 
TSA, I’m sorry I ever doubted 
your Twitter. It’s extremely 
useful and, as a result, I’m 
feeling a lot better about my 
upcoming flight. If travelers 
have a Twitter account and are 
unsure about whether or not 
they can bring specific items, 
they should utilize it. 
TSA was smart for creating this and advertising 
it. Responses are fast and they give you links 
to the website for more information. When I 
think about all of the security delays, I think the 
process will be a little less stressful. 
The TSA website does a good job at explaining 
all the regulations. However, in some cases, if 
you’re looking to see if you can bring a specific 
item in a checked or carry-on bag, you can’t get 
a clear answer. But now you can with the Twitter.
Hayley Moore is a senior history 
and writing, rhetoric and technical 
communication double major. Contact 
Hayley at moorehe@dukes.jmu.edu.
How to get rid of
Muslims
By now, you’ve definitely heard about the attack on a Planned 
Parenthood clinic in Colorado Springs. What you probably haven’t 
heard is any major media or political figure refer to the man 
responsible, Robert Lewis Dear, as a terrorist. More often than not, 
you hear him called the “shooter,” the “suspect” or 
even just a “troubled loner.”
In fact, the only person I can recall who called what 
Dear did an act of terrorism was Mike Huckabee of 
all people, and even that was done while he took 
potshots at Planned Parenthood.
This is something that’s become sadly endemic of American media: 
whenever it’s white, right-wing extremists who go out and kill people, 
they’re just lone wolves with mental problems and that’s it. However, 
whenever perpetrators are non-white Muslims, the media are very quick 
to refer to them as terrorists and the acts as terrorist attacks. 
Everyone’s eager to point out the danger we face from Islamic terrorism 
and turn away innocent Syrian refugees from a safe home here, yet the 
fact remains that more people in this country have been killed by right-
wing extremists than Islamic extremists since 2001. Numerous cases 
keep happening across the country, yet we don’t see the same kind of 
hysteria about them like what we see about Islamic extremists. 
We don’t even have to look too far back to see the works of right-
wing terrorists in this country and abroad. Anders Breivik killed 77 people in a terrorist 
attack, and just a few months ago, Dylann Roof killed nine people in the name of white 
supremacy after they welcomed him with open arms into their Bible study.
The difference between the two? Breivik was charged and convicted of terrorism 
charges, while Roof wasn’t. What reasonable justification is there for either Dear or 
Roof not being charged with terrorism? The answer is that there isn’t one. 
The media and society in general completely downplay the very real threat posed by 
the far right because they like to keep repeating the tired old mantra that 
“terrorist” equals “Muslim.”
Terrorism, by definition, is using force and violence to achieve political 
goals. It knows no color, creed, ideology, national origin or gender. If 
what Dear and Roof did doesn’t count as terrorism, then I don’t know 
what does. 
These terrorists don’t exist in a bubble; they’re encouraged by not 
only far-right extremist groups, but by presidential candidates. I’m 
completely sure in saying that the anti-abortion rhetoric surrounding 
Planned Parenthood from the Republican candidates led this man 
to commit the atrocities that he did last week, and every Republican 
candidate who used the slanderous lies against Planned Parenthood 
should be ashamed of themselves.
We can’t continue to live with our heads in the sand about this issue. 
This kind of ignorance has led to very real violence against innocent 
people across the world, and we as a society can’t allow for this to 
continue. We must wake up to the threat of right-wing extremists and 
fight against them, or we’ll all lose.
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JMU police to add sick rides 
to its fleet of vehicles
By MATT MURPHY
The Breeze
Feeling safe on campus is certainly a priority for both the students and the 
administration. In a worrisome time in this country, campus safety programs have 
seen upgrades across the nation. JMU police are aware that they play the most 
important role in the security of this campus, so they’ve finally decided to make 
some much-needed upgrades to their policing arsenal.
Using some of the funds provided through increased tuition rates, they started with 
their squad cars. The car of choice for JMU police is the Dodge Challenger, which is 
necessary in order to keep up with all the high-speed chases through the campus. 
But now they’ve finally been able to add some sick spoilers on the back of most of 
the vehicles, in addition to some spinning rims that are fresh to death.
After these initial investments, the police splurged on some new speedboats to 
patrol Newman Lake. The upholders of the law will finally be able to address the 
maritime piracy that goes on throughout campus. In addition, they invested in some 
off-road vehicles. Various ATVs, dirt bikes and Jeeps will be added to the collection 
because those things can really whip. 
The police station itself will be getting some upgrades to improve officer efficiency 
and safety. The most notable of these state-of-the-art infrastructural upgrades can be 
summed up in two words. Hot. Tub. A giant hot tub and spa in the police station is 
geared to provide a tranquil environment for members of the police force. Coupled 
with an on-site lazy river and sauna, these are some facilities that will benefit the 
police for the long term.
JMU police are always concerned about their image, and rightfully so. No 
delinquent is going to respect an officer who walks up without a designer vest on. 
No criminal is going to get in the back of a squad car that doesn’t have a bangin’ stereo 
system. It’s all about appearance when it comes to keeping authority, especially when 
dealing with college students. So next time you’re dealing with the cops, be sure to 
take a second to appreciate the solid gold handcuffs that they slap on your wrists. 
CONTACT Matt Murphy at murph4ma@dukes.jmu.edu.
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865 East offers tenants the means to escape 
the stress of student life through amenities such as our Rooftop 
Lounge, Game Room, Fitness Center, and much more! 
Live Life at the Top!
865 East Port Republic Road           (540) 442-8885
 
1 and 2 bedroom
 availabilities!
Enjoy Life at the Top 
with our conveniently 
located premier 
student housing!
CAMERON BONSER | contributing columnist
There are many funny differences between us Brits and 
you Americans across the pond. That’s old news now. One 
big difference that may get overlooked, however, is the very 
reason I’m here in the first place: to learn in a different, foreign 
environment. As we approach finals week, I thought it’s time 
for a good reflection on what I’ve learned over my first semester 
here.
The American system is based on quizzes, tests and 
summaries, a system that’s been bashed a bit, but I feel that, 
in a very good school like JMU, I haven’t found this to be the 
case. It may be a case of JMU being an exception and my own 
luck having engaging and interesting professors. Regardless, 
this is compared to universities in England where you progress 
through the year with readings, but a greater focus on essay 
writing. Let’s go over some pros and cons.
First off, I can’t wait to have a Christmas holiday knowing 
I don’t have to do any work at all. In England, I suppose you 
could get away with not doing any over the festive period but, 
ultimately, upon your return to a grizzly January campus, there 
are big scary exams waiting for you. This means you have to 
push that little bit harder over here leading up to the holiday 
with a mix of not only papers, but also exams. But it’ll make the 
hard work I’m putting in worth it when I can spend my three 
short weeks at home in relative bliss.
Lessons here do feel like I’ve gone back to secondary school 
a bit. The classes are smaller with separate desks and a teacher 
who talks at you. Exams are even done in little cute, blue 
exercise books. But I must be cautious in my comparison here. 
This is obviously not to say it’s like a British secondary school 
class, not enough chairs being flung or paper airplanes being 
thrown for that.
In fact, having it set up this way, where all the students 
are bright and open-minded, leads to great engagement, 
interaction and discussion, the likes of which I haven’t seen 
from sitting in a big lecture hall at my English university. (Again 
this is not to say they don’t have big lecture halls here, it’s just 
that three of my four classes this semester are in a smaller 
classroom.) 
One such example is a class debate we were having on the 
Paris attacks and the Syrian migrant crisis. I found myself 
speaking out, quite passionately too, in a way that I haven’t had 
to before on my feet, coming up with a response. What’s more, 
hearing other views floating around my ears, back and forth, 
educates me and opens my mind on such current matters in a 
way reading out of a book simply can’t. In my seminars back in 
England, there’s very little participation in this sense. They can 
be quiet and, quite frankly, a little bit awkward.
Now a con. Whilst the discussion clearly helps with the 
students’ public speaking, I would argue the essay writing 
suffers as a result. I was pretty surprised to find that all we had 
to do for one paper was write a couple of paragraphs with an 
emphasis on remembering the dates rather than formulating 
an argument, something I’ve grown used to doing back home. 
I also felt puzzled in my review for a midterm in which I did 
what I do for every exam: make detailed review cards. That was 
all while my friend searched every term we had to learn with a 
quick glance on Wikipedia for each the night before. Really? No 
wonder the policy on plagiarism is so in-your-face over here. 
It’s clearly something a lot of kids try.
Another thing. Setting pages instead of a word count? That 
just opens up the floor for ways to get around the system, right? 
Expanding the margins, the spacing, even increasing the size 
of full stops (or periods if you insist). I’ve been shown all these 
tricks in the American students’ arsenal and feel a bit cheated. 
The point is to write a good response and not just flesh out 
something. 
I guess the major difference I need to remember is that 
the American system is far broader than what I’m used to. 
You can do a minor in environmental science with a class 
in nursing, something completely unrelated and different. 
There’s less specialization whereas, for me, university was that 
specialization where I wanted to narrow down what I studied. 
Maybe I need to appreciate that before I criticize too much.
Ultimately, this is a best of both world’s situation and I’m 
not about to offer any revolutionary solution here. Having the 
students’ enthusiastic input is something I’d love to see more 
of in the United Kingdom, going on my experience anyway. 
As far as our essays go, British students might chat some guff 
from time to time (for my American pals I guess the nearest 
equivalent phrase is BSing), but which students don’t? Come 
on, we haven’t got Ph.D.s. But alas, we know how to construct 
a decent essay and select the right information from the right 
sources.
I guess there’s bits I’m struggling to warm to, but bits I 
love as well. That happens to be my overall experience in this 
country, too.
Cameron Bonser is a junior history and political science 
double major. Contact Cameron at bonsercr@dukes.jmu.
edu.
There are some major differences in the British and American school systems
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ERIN WILLIAMS / THE BREEZE
Jade, a horse at Star B Stables in Staunton, Virginia, waits for a new rider on a sunny November day. Star B has offered horse rides year-round since 1992, when Faye and Dale Bartley first opened it.
By ERIN WILLIAMS
The Breeze
Megan, Cece and Skylar stand in line, and Rebel, Jade and 
Ms. Red follow behind like cargo cars on a train. Everyone is 
fully dressed and ready for the journey. Jade stomps her foot 
impatiently as Ms. Red backs up timidly, last in line. Rebel then 
lets out an impatient neigh as the rest of the horses’ ears perk 
at the sound of Faye Bartley’s voice.
“Just remember your horse’s name, because I can’t remem-
ber all of y’all’s,” Bartley said.
The Bartleys first opened Star B Stables in 1992 in Staunton, 
Virginia. Ever since, the horseback riding escape has offered 
rides year-round. But in 1980, when Bartley met her husband, 
Dale, she had never ridden a horse before. He shared his love 
for horses with her.
“I’d ride a good horse and he’d ride one that he’s breaking, 
and we’d go out for hours and just ride, ride, ride,” Bartley said.
When the stables originally opened, Dale had over 100 hors-
es that he trained himself. When Dale passed away in 2008, 
Bartley sold some of the horses but continued the horseback 
attraction.
Star B offers hour-long horseback rides through the Shenan-
doah Valley countryside. The horses and their riders trek 
over marshy grass and through bubbling creeks. The road is 
marked, not by tire tracks, but by horse hooves.
The name of the stables came from the Bartleys’ last name. 
Dale had another farm that he had named Star B — the B for 
Bartley and when they purchased the new land for the stables 
he carried the name on.
At the stables, the scent of fresh air mixes with the faint whiff 
of manure to make for a musky aroma.
Sitting back, the only sounds are those of horses neighing 
and nature rustling alongside the trail.
“When they neigh, they could just be clearing their throats, 
but some of the times they’re talking to each other,” Bartley 
said.
The horses have attitudes and personalities just like humans. 
Megan, Cece and Ms. Red are better with children, while Rebel 
and Jade like to stick together. The horses are lined up in an 
order on the rides based on the ways they interact.
Star B is ranked ninth on the list of things to do in Staunton, 
according to TripAdvisor. The trail ride attracts people of all 
ages, from horse connoisseurs to first-timers.
“We’re proud of the horses,” Bartley said. “They do a good 
job with people that have never ridden or ride once a year.”
For $40, anyone over the age of 6 can ride one of the stable’s 
16 horses on the almost four-mile trail.  According to Bartley, 
riders vary from families escaping their day-to-day lives to 
couples in search of a romantic activity to share.
Courtney Yateman recently traveled from Richmond, Vir-
ginia, to the stable for a weekend getaway with her husband. 
Yateman found Star B on the business review website Yelp.
com, and decided to give horses a go.
“It’s the scenery really,” Yateman said. “It’s just really beau-
tiful out here, especially this time of year.”
Carl Boysen, Bartley’s son-in-law, recently retired and helps 
Bartley around the farm and on the trails. Boysen leads each 
group that goes out, with Bartley drawing up the rear. To Boy-
sen, who grew up around horses in Texas, the trail gets old, 
but it’s the people he meets that make the experience worth it.
“We have people every day from all over the country and 
around the world,” Boysen said. “One time we had people all 
the way from London, England, come ride.”
The people who come to Star B keep Bartley waking up every 
morning and working on the stable as well.
“It gives me something to do, too,” Bartley said. “I worked 
all my life in an office, so this still gives me something to look 
forward to.”
The path winds to an end as the horses and their riders tra-
verse over a grassy knoll, their shadows falling back onto the 
travelers behind them. The horses line up again in their wood-
en stall outside of the barn, their muzzles nearly touching the 
horses in front of them. They await their next riders, seemingly 
eager to tackle the trail once more. 




Staunton stables offer hour-long rides to students and locals year-round
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A life without gluten
Students discuss how they navigate the JMU dining scene
Michelle Proulx, a sophomore geology major, was raised eating gluten-free meals. Proulx’s favorite 
place to eat on campus is Grace Street Market due to its vast variety of gluten-free options.
By JOANNA McNEILLY
The Breeze
JMU is a school known for its food, and most 
students with meal plans may not have to stress 
about finding something to eat. But as a glu-
ten-free student, finding food to eat isn’t always 
so easy. Michelle Proulx, a sophomore geol-
ogy major, was raised eating gluten-free meals.
When Proulx was 10 and her sister was 12, 
her mother was diagnosed with celiac disease 
at age 48, and shortly after that her sister found 
out she has the gene for it. Celiac disease is an 
autoimmune disease where the body attacks 
the small intestine when gluten is present. 
Although Proulx herself wasn’t 
medically required to eat glu-
ten-free meals, her household 
underwent a lifestyle change 
because of her sister and mother.
“Everything in my house pret-
ty much had to go when my 
mom was diagnosed with celiac 
disease,” Proulx said. “I was sur-
prised because when I was a kid, 
we had to start reading through 
every single ingredient on foods 
just to be safe.”
Gluten is in wheat, barley, malt 
and rye. Proulx explained that 
gluten can even be found in arti-
ficial coloring or processed foods.
Brendan Eakin, a junior physics major, was 
diagnosed with celiac disease when he was 16. 
He said that if people who have celiac disease 
continue to eat gluten, they could eventually 
suffer from malnourishment, abdominal dis-
comfort and even cancer.
“My average day usually calls for large quan-
tities of meats, fruits, vegetables and starches 
such as rice or potatoes,” Eakin said. “I am 
extremely sensitive to even minute traces of 
gluten, so safe food is very, very hard to come 
by.”
Proulx and her family also struggle to find 
gluten-free products, so they started shopping 
at stores such as Wegmans, Trader Joe’s and 
Whole Foods, which offer more options.
“Starting out, being gluten-free is extreme-
ly expensive,” Proulx said. “It was ridiculous; 
I remember buying a loaf of bread that was 
maybe twice as much as bread with gluten.”
If they were lucky enough to find gluten-free 
foods, the Proulx family would cook meals at 
home, which typically included a lot of plain 
rice and plain grilled chicken. However, since 
her mom grew up in Bolivia, adapting wasn’t 
all that hard.
“Fresh vegetables and fresh fruits were read-
ily available for her when she was growing up,” 
Proulx said. “And so she was able to help cook 
things without gluten in them.”
Proulx said it’s now easier to find gluten-free 
foods because more and more people are get-
ting diagnosed with celiac disease.
“My family prefers Wegmans now that 
there are more options available, specifically 
because they have a wide variety of gluten-free 
ice cream flavors there,” Proulx said.
Proulx struggled in the beginning to stay glu-
ten free at JMU. After years of 
avoiding gluten, her body react-
ed each time she ate it.
“My stomach started reject-
ing the food I was eating,” 
Proulx said. “I had to avoid 
almost everything with gluten, 
like pizza and the infamous 
E-Hall pasta.”
Her favorite spot for gluten-
free options is the Grace Street 
Market in the Student Success 
Center, where there are as many 
gluten-free products as a super-
market provides. At Grace Street 
Market, she often orders quinoa 
bowls, a common gluten-free 
meal she had in her household growing up.
“I eat the quinoa bowls every day for lunch,” 
Proulx said. “I have noticed that JMU is starting 
to expand their gluten-free options for students 
like me.”
Hannah Jehring, the health and wellness 
manager for JMU Dining Services and a regis-
tered dietician, explained that there’s a section 
in both D-Hall and E-Hall for gluten-free stu-
dents. This includes a hot entree, gluten-free 
bread and pasta.
“We update menus regularly and continue 
to seek out gluten-free options to add variety 
to these areas,” Jehring said.
Proulx and Eakin both advise students to 
educate themselves on what being gluten-free 
really means.
“It’s a very hard world to live in when you 
first start out,” Proulx said. “But, it ends up 
being so worth it.” 
CONTACT Joanna McNeilly at 
mcneilje@dukes.jmu.edu.
“Everything in my 
house pretty much 
had to go when 
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WOLFE |  Brewery plans to introduce new beer flavors every two weeks
PHOTOS BY MARSHAL RIGGS / THE BREEZE 
LEFT In addition to a large brewing system, the owners of Wolfe Street Brewing Co. also have a smaller machine, called Ruby Street, that allows it to brew one keg at a time. It hopes to experiment. TOP RIGHT Wolfe Street 
Brewing Co. T-shirts, which feature its wolf logo, are available at the brewery. BOTTOM RIGHT The brewery’s garage doors are just one of the features left of the building’s previous use — an old car repair shop. 
 from front
Canada said. “We went up there and checked it out and thought it would be perfect.” 
To see the brewery now, it’s hard to imagine the challenges Canada and his business partners 
initially encountered. Government approval for a liquor license took 90 days longer than expect-
ed and they had to work the kinks out of the brewing equipment. 
However, once the issues were resolved, Wolfe Street had its soft opening on Oct. 24 and began 
operating on a condensed schedule. The brewery is currently open Thursday through Sunday, 
but will begin opening on Tuesdays after Saturday’s grand opening, which it’s calling the “Grand 
Opening Prohibition Repeal.” 
During the grand opening, it’ll celebrate the release of its first series of beers, timed to the 
anniversary of the repeal of prohibition. A Grilled Cheese Mania food truck situated in the out-
door area of the brewery will also open its windows in celebration and begin regularly serving its 
menu.
 The atmosphere of Wolfe Street is a laid-back, unpretentious environment according to stu-
dents who have been there.
“I thought that it had such a cool vibe,” Brenna Cashen, a senior media arts and design major, 
said. “I go to a lot of breweries downtown but this one had a very youthful vibe. I think that’s real-
ly cool that they’ve created this place that’s comfortable for college students.” 
Wolfe Street books local musicians to play live music. There’s also an assortment of board 
games set aside for groups to play. Shuffleboard sits on the upper level of the building while corn 
hole and life-size Jenga are set up among picnic tables in the outdoor area.
“All of us, we just love board games,” Canada said. “We love shuffleboard. We were just like, ‘We 
gotta get some stuff like that.”’ 
While manager Jenn Williams acknowledges that the live music and board games make Wolfe 
Street stand out, she also praises the brewery’s employees.
“It’s not just the atmosphere that makes the place, it’s definitely the employees too,” Williams 
said.
Before hiring for Wolfe Street, she visited applicants at their previous jobs to see how they inter-
acted with other customers.         
“I was very picky about the hiring,” Williams said. “I wanted everyone to feel at home.”
Williams previously worked at Back Bay Brewing but came to Wolfe Street to try something new.
“I’ve always lived at the oceanfront,” Williams said. “I mean I’ve lived there for 28 years and never 
moved or anything. I’ve visited Harrisonburg a couple times and just loved it.”
She’s had the responsibility of running Wolfe Street’s day-to-day business as well as the opportu-
nity to witness the bustling of the brewery’s early days.         
Wolfe Street’s demographics so far have varied depending on the night. Fridays and Saturdays are 
the nights more popular with locals, according to Williams. 
“Thursday nights are really like our college nights,” Williams said. “We do the $2 pint nights on 
Thursdays and it’s insane. It’s honestly just college students everywhere.”
Williams wonders whether it’s the inexpensive price of the beer or the board games that bring the 
college students in.
Perhaps it’s the beer itself. In addition to a large brewing system, Wolfe Street Brewing Co. has a 
smaller brewing system called Ruby Street, which allows it to brew one keg at a time. This enables 
the brewery to experiment with new flavors.   
“We like to get weird with beer,” Canada said. 
Wolfe Street’s plan is to introduce a new flavor every two weeks, keeping a rotating tap of six dif-
ferent beers. For the grand opening, the brewery will introduce its indigenous species series, which 
includes Blue Hole American IPA and Shenandoah Valley Milk Stout. Each of the beers is brewed 
with ingredients from the Shenandoah Valley. 
“That’s why we have these businesses — because it’s fun and we get to use our imagination and 
come up with cool, odd, weird things and get creative,” Canada said. 
He said that while hopefully people will like all the beers, he realizes the brewery’s experimental 
spirit might result in someone disliking a beer. He guarantees, however, that they’ll find at least one 
they do like.
“We’re not snobs,” Canada said. “We don’t get upset when someone doesn’t like a beer. We’ll be 
like, ‘Hey, you don’t like this beer? Try this one; if you don’t like that, no big deal. Here’s another one 
you probably do like.’”
The brewery hopes to move toward distributing craft beers in local stores around March. It’s also 
planning on selling kegs and offering keg delivery because, as Canada puts it, it’s a “pain in the butt 
to go get kegs.”
The staff at Wolfe Street Brewing Co. feels a mixture of emotions as the grand opening 
approaches.
“I’m obviously super nervous,” Williams said. “This is my first time having a huge event but our 
staff has been there every step of the way so I’m super excited.” 
CONTACT Danielle Ruble at rubledr@dukes.jmu.edu.
Toilet talk
Student publication Potty Mouth brings health information to bathroom stalls
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Annamarie Nyirady (left), Daniel Vieth, David McFarlin and Thomas Harbour of Binturong rehearsing during one of their practice sessions. Also in the band is drummer Volkan Bakirdan, a social services worker.  
By ALISON GIPS
contributing writer
When Friday nights roll around, the TGIF playlist on Spotify isn’t the only music boom-
ing throughout Harrisonburg. The up-and-coming progressive metal band Binturong can 
also be heard rehearsing its music. 
“What I try to do is take what I love about metal and drag it back a little bit into a pop 
sense,” David McFarlin, lead guitarist and a 2012 JMU alumnus, said. “We’re going for 
catchiness and a singability with a fist-pumping chorus while all the crazy instrumenta-
tion is still happening.”
Binturong has been adding its own unique flair to the progressive 
metal scene since this past January and will be performing a house 
show downtown this Saturday at 8 p.m. 
“I used to be in a band a few years ago called Atomfest, and that, 
for reasons I’m not going to get into, fell apart,” McFarlin said. “I 
was sitting around, still writing songs and nothing to do with them. 
At some point I got some demos together and posted the stuff on 
SoundCloud, threw a link this past January on a Musicians of Har-
risonburg Facebook page and some people found it.”
It didn’t take long for McFarlin to peak people’s interest. 
“I was on the Harrisonburg Band Network and saw that it said 
‘need bassist,’ and I was like, ‘I can do bass,’” Daniel Vieth, bassist 
and a first-year graduate student studying communication advoca-
cy, said.
The Facebook post sparked the interest of three others in addi-
tion to Vieth.
Besides McFarlin, three other band members are current students. The members 
include guitarist Thomas Harbour, a senior geology major, Volkan Bakirdan, a drummer 
and local social services worker and Annamarie Nyirady, lead vocalist and senior media 
arts and design major.
“Thomas found David, and I’ve been friends with Thomas since freshman year,” Nyirady 
said. “We met because we both had metal band shirts that we liked and started talking 
about them. We’ve been going to concerts ever since and that’s been the glue of our 
friendship.” 
Once the band was formed, coming up with the name was no easy task. 
“We tried for months and months, tossing around ideas,” McFarlin said. “We had a big 
Google doc of just names and they were highlighted in red for what we hated, yellow for 
what was OK and green for ‘this is maybe OK.’” 
No matter how many names they tossed around, they kept running into the same issue. 
“There was always one person who didn’t like it,” Harbour said. 
They tried a bunch of ironic names and a couple way-too-serious names. 
“We would go to dinners and spend two hours at a Mexican restaurant deciding what 
we wanted to call this thing,” Nyirady said. 
After many dinners and deliberation, the band all agreed upon the name Binturong.
“There was this webcomic that I found called ‘The Flight of 
the Binturong,’ which is this science fiction thing, and I thought 
the name was interesting so I Googled it,” McFarlin said. “It’s a 
bearcat, an animal, and apparently they smell like popcorn.”
Once the band name was established, the group began to focus 
on finding its sound. 
Progressive metal is an unfamiliar genre to some. Metal has 
a rabbit hole of sub-genres and progressive metal falls into that 
category. 
“Progressive metal is more experimental and you do musical 
and arrangement choices that are less typical,” McFarlin said. 
“What I love about metal is the technical instrumentation. What 
I don’t always love is the atonality and the dissonance. What I try 
to do is pick out the things I like and do those.” 
The decision to enlist a female vocalist was a no-brainer for 
McFarlin.
“I had written a couple of songs that were just pushing it a little 
bit,” McFarlin said. “I could get the notes out but it wasn’t necessarily pretty, so I thought 
it would be great if we could find a female singer. This genre needs more of that.”
While there are metal bands that do have female vocalists, it’s certainly less conven-
tional according to most metal artists and listeners. 
“It’s interesting explaining to people what type of music my band plays and people 
not expecting me to say ‘metal,’” Nyirady said. “It’s exhilarating because I know I’m 
doing something that is more groundbreaking.”
CONTACT Alison Gips at gipsar@dukes.jmu.edu.
“We met because we both had 
metal band shirts that we liked 
and started talking about them. 
We’ve been going to concerts 
ever since and that’s been 
the glue of our friendship.”
Annamarie Nyirady
lead vocalist and senior media 
arts and design major
Bringing metal to Madison 
Local progressive metal band Binturong is composed of current JMU students and local residents
By JILLIAN WRIGHT
contributing writer
Since 2002, JMU students have learned how to 
take better care of themselves in bathroom stalls 
as well as classrooms. 
“I usually read the Potty Mouth newsletters 
when I see them,” Kerri Lawlor, a freshman com-
munication sciences and disorders major, said. 
“They’ve been helpful in making me think about 
things in different ways as a college student.”
Well-known throughout campus bathrooms, 
the Potty Mouth publication aims to relate to and 
inform readers through health-related blurbs.
“Our newsletter seeks to educate students on 
health topics that students find to be important,” 
Angela Pezzella, a graduate assistant, said. “Since 
Potty Mouth uses the seven dimensions of well-
ness, it is a great way to include information both 
student writers and readers can all bring perspec-
tives to and benefit from.”
During her first semester teaching the two-cred-
it elective this school year, Pezzella has already 
noticed how staff writers are positively impacted 
by the course, both individually and collectively.
“It is a great way to learn about health topics for 
people both in health-related backgrounds and 
not,” Pezzella said.
Potty Mouth writers believe that the newslet-
ter’s motto “for students, by students” genuinely 
appeals to and resonates well with readers, which 
is a principal goal writers strive to accomplish each 
month.
“Whether students are trying to stay fit, eat 
healthy, practice faith or get involved with awe-
some organizations on campus, I feel I have 
pertinent advice for many areas that students 
may be struggling with,” Devin Joseph, a fifth-year 
senior biology major, said. “I love having the free-
dom to put that information out there and I hope 
the student body appreciates our efforts and learns 
from the topics we choose.”
No matter the health subject, the Potty Mouth 
staff’s main objective is to reach out to students 
in a conversational manner, as if they’re seeking 
beneficial advice from a trusted friend.
“I get feedback from my friends saying ‘I loved 
your articles!’ or ‘I never thought about that before, 
I’m definitely going to keep that in mind,’” Joseph 
said. “The whole experience has taught me to 
write to a diverse audience and to try my best to 
be inclusive.”
With freedom to brainstorm and choose health 
topics that pertain to college life at JMU, Potty 
Mouth writers have developed their own person-
al favorite dimensions of wellness.
“I love writing about the spiritual dimension, 
which I think is the most important for college 
students,” Amanda Hurwitt, a senior modern for-
eign languages major, said. “This is a very critical 
time in our lives that leads to a lot of self-discovery, 
so it’s important to feel spiritually connected with 
ourselves, others and the world around us during 
this experience.”
Above all, joining the Potty Mouth staff has led 
many writers toward a path of personal growth 
while encouraging their audience to do the same.
“Not only have I been able to help inform 
others about important wellness issues, but I’ve 
also learned a lot through this opportunity that 
has become very useful in my own life,” Hurwitt 
said. “It’s been really cool to be part of some-
thing that is unique to the campus culture.”
CONTACT Jillian Wright at 
wrigh4ja@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Angela Pezzella, a graduate assistant who teaches the Potty Mouth class, 
HTH 389, holds up a recent edition of the student-run publication. 
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For junior guard Shakir Brown, the transition from junior college basketball to Division I bas-ketball has been seamless. Less than a month into the 2015 season, Brown has gone from new 
kid on the block to big man on campus.
The Baltimore native has endured a long journey to 
becoming a Division I athlete. JMU is Brown’s  third col-
lege basketball team in as many years.
Brown started his collegiate basketball career at Iowa 
Western Community College in Council Bluffs, Iowa, 
where he averaged 6.8 points per game and 3.8 rebounds 
per game during his freshman season. Despite what he 
considers a lackluster season, Brown felt that he learned 
a lot from his time at Iowa Western.
“I had a good experience there,” Brown said. “It made 
me mature and become a better man, because I wasn’t 
playing how I wanted to. It made me mentally strong and 
stay focused on my goals.”
Following his lone season at Iowa Western, Brown went 
on to play for Angelina College in Lufkin, Texas. There, 
Brown boasted 20.3 points per game and averaged 10.8 
rebounds per game. He started 30 out of 31 games dur-
ing the 2014-15 season and led his team to the Region 
XIV semifinals.  
The massive uptick in production caught the eye of 
many Division I programs from around the country, such 
as the University of Nevada and Wright State University, 
among several others.  
JMU men’s basketball head coach Matt Brady was one 
of the coaches that had his eye on Brown. Brady and his 
staff had been aggressively pursuing the guard since last 
winter.
“I knew a lot of people that coached him when he was 
growing up through Baltimore,” Brady said. “There was 
some connection after we found out that he was having 
a great year down in junior college as a sophomore at 
Angelina.”
Brown ultimately chose JMU as his home for the final 
two years of his collegiate career. His first two years of col-
lege basketball took him halfway across the country, but 
Brown found the opportunity to play close to his home-
town of Baltimore attractive.
“[JMU] was close to home,” Brown said. “My grand-
mother never got to watch me play and she really wanted 
to watch me play in college. I liked the campus and gelled 
with the coaches. Coach Brady called me every day to 
make sure I was good and keeping up with my classes. 
He’s a good man, so I felt like it would be the best pro-
gram because he always kept in contact with me when 
others didn’t.”
Brady and his staff are no strangers to recruiting play-
ers from junior colleges to come play in Harrisonburg. 
Senior guard Winston Grays also transferred from Cin-
cinnati State Technical and Community College to play 
at the Division I level. Brady tries to target junior college 
players whenever there’s an immediate hole to be filled 
on his roster.  
“Junior college recruiting is only sporadically, when 
we think there is a need that only an older player can 
fill,” Brady said. “We wanted an older guy that could 
rebound, pass and make some perimeter shots. It turns 
out that Shakir is every bit as good as we had hoped and 
anticipated.”
The 6-foot-6 Brown has gotten off to a blistering start to 
his career at JMU. He has filled up nearly every statistical 
category, including team-leading averages in points per 
game and rebounds per game at 14.1 and 7.4, respectively. 
Brown has shown the ability to stretch the defense with 
his inside game as well as his ability to shoot the deep ball. 
Through the first eight games of the season, he’s shooting 
54 percent from behind the arc.  
The transition from junior college to Division I has 
shown some drastic changes, but Brown is quickly learn-
ing what the higher level is all about.
“It is much faster,” Brown said of the speed of play. “I 
had to get in better shape than I was in last year, because 
you have got to be smarter than the other defender.”
Brown’s play to start the season has certainly not gone 
unnoticed by his coaches and teammates. They recog-
nize the level of player that Brown is and the ability he 
brings to the team.
“Shak is definitely a big impact on our team,” senior guard 
Ron Curry said. “He is a gifted scorer. Some of the things that 
he can do scoring-wise are unbelievable. He plays really 
hard and brings a lot of energy and toughness to our team.”
see Brown, page 12




Junior forward Shakir brown’s path led him to 
transfer to Jmu this season, where he’s currently 
the team’s leading scorer
mEn’s BaskEtBall (5-3)
Sam taylor / the breeze
The emergence of a leader
womEn’s BaskEtBall (4-1)
Senior guard Ashley Perez receives a pass at Wednesday’s practice. Perez leads the Dukes in scoring, 
averaging 18.6 points per game since moving into a starting role this season.
After coming off the bench last season, senior guard Ashley Perez now leads JMU in scoring
By roBErt williams
The Breeze
Last year, as a transfer student from 
St. John’s University in Queens, New 
York, senior guard Ashley Perez had 
to find her place on the JMU women’s 
basketball team. 
After having to sit out for the first 
half of the 2014-15 season due to 
NCAA transfer rules, Perez made 
her first appearance against Ohio 
University on Dec. 15, 2014, where she 
tallied nine points and eight rebounds. 
“I was very impatient … sitting out 
obviously isn’t easy” Perez said. “I was 
definitely looking forward to [being] in 
a different environment. I wouldn’t say 
I was nervous, but I was definitely just 
anxious and ready to go.”
Throughout last season, most of 
her minutes came off the bench. 
Fast forward a year later and she’s 
in the starting lineup and making a 
statement on the court. With that, 
JMU women’s basketball head coach 
Kenny Brooks’ expectations mirror her 
performance.
“She’s going to have to start, play a 
lot more minutes, and be productive” 
Brooks said. “All in all, she’s a 
tremendous player.”
With the unexpected preseason 
ACL tear of 2014 Colonial Athletic 
Association Player of the Year Precious 
Hall, who averaged 20.1 points per 
game her junior year last season, the 
team was faced with a sticky situation.
“As soon as we found out, it was 
kind of a reality check,” Perez said. “I 
think everyone knew this was big, I 
mean, we lost the player of the year. 
That’s huge.”
Brooks’ goal was to make sure the 
team didn’t try to fit into established 
roles, but utilize its active pieces to the 
fullest.
Despite this notion, the load still 
had to be picked up somewhere. 
Perez was next in line. According to 
Brooks, she’s beginning to become 
accustomed to her new role. Last year, 
she played behind Hall and senior 
guard Angela Mickens.
“She’s been a complementary player 
pretty much her whole career, even at 
St. John’s and with us last year [and] 
now she’s been thrusted into a more 
prominent role,” Brooks said. “She’s 
adjusting to it.”
Adjusting may be a bit of an 
understatement. Perez currently 
leads the team in scoring with 18.6 
points per game, nearly doubling 
her previous season’s average of 9.6. 
Nevertheless, she gives credit to the 
team.
“As a basketball player, you know 
when your team needs to win,” Perez 
said. “We’ve each stepped it up a little 
bit.”
Brooks refers to Perez as the 
“Tasmanian devil” of the team because 
she brings an extensive, hearty amount 
of energy with her every day.
“Her mentality is, ‘If I’m not going to 
get the ball, you’re not going to get the 
ball,’” junior forward Da’Lishia Griffin 
said. “She’s so aggressive on defense 
and offense and it’s really important 
and really good that we have her.”
JMU is currently 4-1 with its 
only loss to the No. 24-ranked the 
University of California, Los Angeles 
on Nov. 20. Since that game, the Dukes 
went on to win back-to-back games. 
One of the wins was against Liberty 
University, by a score of 72-56, and 
then there was an overtime victory 
against Hampton University, 68-56. 
JMU next takes on American Universi-
ty Saturday at 7 p.m. in the Convocation 
Center.
ContaCt Robert Williams 
at willi2rj@dukes.jmu.edu.
Brown currently leads the team in points, averaging 14.1 points per game. He also leads in three-point shots, having made 21 of 39 for a .538 percentage. 
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Alas, the wait is over. The waning 
weeks of the college football season 
are here and the stage is nearly set 
for the College Football Playoff. 
Now in its second iteration, the CFP 
bracket as it stands now would have 
Clemson University, the University 
of Alabama, Oklahoma University 
and the University of Iowa in the 
top four spots respectively. 
Among the four teams there are 
only two losses, held by Alabama 
and Oklahoma. But there’s still a 
full slate of games left to be played 
this weekend, including the Big Ten 
Conference championship match-
up between Iowa and Michigan 
State. With Michigan State being the 
No. 5-ranked team at the moment, 
a win over Iowa would likely jump 
the Spartans over the Hawkeyes to 
clinch a playoff berth.
There are other likely scenarios 
left to play out as well, including 
top-ranked Clemson facing off 
against the No. 10 University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. But 
even a loss at the hands of the Tar 
Heels will still likely place Clemson 
in the top four — the Tigers boast 
wins over the University of Notre 
Dame and Florida State University 
on its resume. Alabama is a 
17-point favorite in its match-up 
against the University of Florida 
this weekend, but in the rare event 
that it loses, that would mean that 
the Southeast Conference is barred 
from the CFP for the first time since 
its inception in 2013. Oklahoma 
State University gets to sit back and 
watch the other teams duke it out 
after it finished the regular season 
and was crowned champions of the 
Big 12 Conference. 
But enough with all these 
scenarios. I, for one, am not a 
huge fan of the four-team playoff. 
The NCAA claims that it creates 
excitement in each regular season 
game due to the importance of 
remaining nearly perfect all year for 
a chance at a berth, but I disagree. 
While it does make sense that the 
added importance of perfection 
can increase the intensity of the 
regular season, I also think that it 
limits the NCAA and the caliber 
of the playoffs in several ways. 
Teams with two or three losses are 
essentially barred from even having 
a chance at making to the playoffs. 
For example, Pacific-12 Conference 
champion Stanford University 
stands almost no chance of making 
the bracket. The Cardinals, however, 
boast a thrilling 38-35 win over No. 
8-ranked Notre Dame. With that 
being said, the Irish also stand no 
chance of making it, sitting at 11-2 
along with Stanford. 
I believe an eight-team playoff 
would better benefit the league. 
Think about it — eight of the best 
teams in the country (as it stands 
now, the top eight teams only 
combine for eight total losses on 
the year) competing in an extra 
week of games. Not only would the 
added week of playoff games add 
to the excitement of the playoffs, it 
would also add countless revenue 
opportunities for the schools, 
conferences and TV networks 
involved.
Eight teams in the playoffs 
wouldn’t only add to the already 
exciting regular season, but would 
contribute to an extra week of intense 
head-to-head match-ups between 
teams well deserving of hoisting the 
CFP National Championship Trophy.
cOnTacT Peter Cagno at 
breezesports@gmail.com.




With the penultimate rankings 
for the College Football Playoff 
recently released, the endless 
debates over who belongs in the 
top four will soon be over. While 
I’m all for a good debate about 
the best college football teams in 
the country, I’ve grown tired of 
the recent arguing. Eventually, 
the games will all play themselves 
out and we’ll find out whether the 
University of Iowa is a legitimate 
contender or if the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill actually poses a threat to 
Clemson University. 
Iowa and North Carolina 
are both overrated due to their 
unbelievably easy schedules. 
North Carolina even ended up 
losing to a University of South 
Carolina team that couldn’t even 
reach a bowl game in a season 
where 5-7 teams are receiving 
bowl bids, but both teams will 
have a chance to prove me wrong 
this weekend in their conference 
championship games. 
While the debate over the 
best teams in the country will 
work itself out, one thing that 
won’t be worked out is the 
debate over whether the playoff 
should expand from four to 
eight teams. In my opinion, the 
playoff should stick with four 
teams for the time being. Unless 
something drastically changes, I 
don’t believe there will be eight 
deserving teams very often in a 
college football season.
Just this season we’ve seen 
many of the top eight teams look 
incredibly vulnerable. Take Ohio 
State University for example. 
The Buckeyes pummeled the 
University of Michigan in their 
last game, however they struggled 
with teams like Northern Illinois 
University and Indiana University 
earlier in the year. They played 
a relatively easy schedule and 
looked extremely underwhelming 
for most of the season. One win 
over Michigan shouldn’t make 
up for an otherwise unimpressive 
regular season.   
Another issue I have is that 
if the playoff expands to eight 
teams, the regular season will 
lose much of its importance. 
Stanford University and the 
University of Notre Dame both 
have two losses and they are 
currently in the committee’s top 
eight teams. The playoff adding 
four more teams would make it 
so teams could afford multiple 
losses, especially if they play a 
difficult schedule. 
A four-team playoff places 
an emphasis on teams winning 
consistently and putting together 
a special regular season. A team 
like Clemson deserves to be 
rewarded for running the table 
while beating teams like Florida 
State University and Notre Dame 
along the way. Clemson has 
passed the eye test all season 
by beating everyone on its 
schedule with some convincing 
victories as well, while Ohio State, 
Notre Dame and Stanford have 
stumbled numerous times during 
the season and don’t deserve 
to have a chance at a national 
championship. 
Until more teams step up their 
game, sticking with a four-team 
playoff is the way to go for the time 
being. 
cOnTacT Bennett Conlin at 
conlinbf@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Brady has been thrilled with Brown’s play during the early portion of the season and sees his poten-
tial for stardom. 
“He’s got a terrific basketball IQ,” Brady said. “The understated part of his game is probably as big 
of a deal as any other part of his game, and that is his passing. His ability to throw the ball to the right 
guy at the right time has been critical for our team.”
Brown’s all-around dynamic play has not only resulted in him filling up the stat sheet on a nightly 
basis, but has also positively impacted his teammates on the floor. 
Curry feels that Brown’s skill has been instrumental to the success of his own play this season.
“Whenever you have another scorer of a high caliber, you have to pay attention to him,” Curry said. 
“He’s going for 20 [points] and you can’t really stop our offense, because you are trying to key on the 
wrong people. Sooner or later, he will take a lot of pressure off me because teams are going to start 
keying on him.”
Despite his big start to the season, Brown has mostly come off the bench. He has started only three 
of the team’s eight games, however Brady said that fans can expect to see the playmaker in the start-
ing lineup as the season progresses.
“One of the things that I wanted to make sure he didn’t take for granted was the idea of starting,” 
Brady said. “He has earned the starting position. We all recognize him as an integral part of our team. 
His teammates recognize his value and that we are a better team when he is on the court.”
The remaining schedule for Brown and the Dukes this month consists of six home games, starting 
tonight against Western Michigan University at 7 p.m. in the Convocation Center. 
cOnTacT Jake Brod at brodjt@dukes.jmu.edu.
BROwn | ‘We all recognize him as an integral part of our team.’
Redshirt sophomore Ish Hyman looks in a pass during Tuesday afternoon’s practice.
FOOTBall | The second year in a row the dukes host a playoff game
from front
 
interception so far this season, Schor has shown the ability 
to sit comfortably in the pocket and make smart decisions 
with the football. Redshirt senior offensive lineman Austin 
Lane raved about the sophomore quarterback’s ability to take 
control of the game.
“He’s cool, calm and collected, and that helps us. He has 
confidence in us, and we have confidence in him,” Lane said.
Schor hasn’t just filled in the quarterback role on the field, 
but has also stepped up in the locker room as a dependable 
leader with an approachable attitude. 
“Schor’s doing everything that’s asked of him,” redshirt 
senior tight end Deane Cheatham said. “It’s not easy com-
ing in after Vad Lee, and Vad set the bar high. He’s done 
everything within his ability to match Vad’s intensity and 
leadership, and I think he’s doing a good job filling that role.”
2. Colgate relies on the ground game
Colgate led the Patriot League in rushing yardage and 
touchdowns, totaling 197 yards per game while breaking the 
plane and scoring on the ground 30 times over the course of 
the season. With junior quarterback Jake Melville leading the 
way for the Raiders with 920 rushing yards thus far, Colgate 
has been able to wind the clock down and take control of the 
game through time of possession.
JMU’s redshirt senior defensive end and team captain 
Alex Mosley knows expectations will be high for the Dukes’ 
defense.
“[As] a defense, we always look to dominate the run, no 
matter who we’re playing,” Mosley said. “We just look to go 
out there and be physical. Colgate brings a lot of different 
options and guys that can take over the game for them, so 
it’s definitely going to be a game where you strap up your 
chinstrap and get pumped for it.”
JMU’s defense ranks 10th out of 12 teams in the CAA, giv-
ing up 27.3 points and 398.1 yards per game, but Mosley 
remains confident in his team’s ability to get the job done.
“I’m always going to be confident in my team. I’m pretty 
sure Colgate is confident in what they’re doing,” Mosley said. 
“As coach always says, ‘The most prepared team going into 
the game is going to win,’ and I have full confidence in our 
guys to take care of business.”
3. Playoff atmosphere
This is it for the Dukes — win or go home. This is the 
second year in a row that Bridgeforth Stadium will play host 
to playoff football, providing an atmosphere unmatched by 
most other schools in the FCS. JMU averaged 20,240 fans 
per game in the regular season, the highest in the CAA by 
almost 5,000. After topping out at over 26,000 in JMU’s ‘Col-
lege GameDay’ matchup with Richmond in week eight, the 
stadium is expected to be filled once again.
In the locker room, the team has brought a heavier focus 
to practice in anticipation.
“There’s definitely a higher level of focus coming out of a 
bye week,” Cheatham said. “Guys got to get home and spend 
some time with their families over Thanksgiving, and we got 
back Sunday ready to work. We earned that bye, and I think 
the teams that get the week off have a better chance of mak-
ing a splash in the playoffs.”
Similarly, junior wide receiver Brandon Ravenel has taken 
a serious approach to his first playoff game as the team’s pri-
mary target in the passing game.
 “Not much has changed,” Ravenel said. “We know what 
we need to do, it’s just another game, except the outcomes 
are a little bit more extreme. We just know that we have to 
buckle down, and that the real grind starts now … We’re just 
a little more locked in.”
4. Team mentality is playoff-ready
“We’ve looked at our year as two seasons. We’re 2-0 after 
the bye week, in our ‘second season’ so we feel ready for the 
playoffs,” JMU head coach Everett Withers said at the Weekly 
Fan and Press Luncheon at O’Neill’s Grill on Monday.
Since the bye week early last month, the Dukes have out-
scored opponents 62-50 and own a positive turnover margin 
of +2.
The Dukes are the No. 5 seed in the playoffs, ahead of co-
conference champions the University of Richmond and the 
College of William & Mary, despite dropping contests to both 
teams. 
Ravenel sees nothing getting in the way of the offense 
this week, explaining that the Dukes’ season lies in their 
own hands.
“It depends on how we want it to go,” Ravenel said. “By 
that I mean how we come out here and prepare ourselves 
this week. We come out, have a really good week of practice, 
and I can see ourselves definitely having a really good game.”
Kickoff from Bridgeforth Stadium Saturday is at 1 p.m.
cOnTacT Matt Weyrich at 
weyricma@dukes.jmu.edu.
Junior guard Shakir Brown dribbles on the perimeter against the University of Richmond on Nov. 13.
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Thinking of moving to the area?
Come see this charming new home built by
3 bedroom and 2 bath
High efficiency insulation/HVAC 
Call 540-434-6146 for an appointment
Blue Mountain Housewrights!
$287,500
Minutes from town in Keezletown
Sunroom overlooks year round stream
Custom kitchen cabinetsAll hardwood floors
On 2/3 acres
INDIAN AMERICAN CAFE
(540) 433 - 1177
Specializing in 
Non- Vegetarian/ Vegetarian 
Indian Cuisine
91 N. Main St., Harrisonburg, VA
Serving the area since 1993
I met with Mr. J's before break and he would like two different ads to be drawn up. The first one should read as follows, with 
each bullet point being a different line:
LUNCH! LUNCH! LUNCH!
Chicken Charlie with Turkey and more, Steak and Cheese
Come in and try us
50¢ off Lunch Sandwiches
The second one should be as follows:
Don't want a bagel?
We have egg platters, sausage gravy & biscuits, and omelet sandwiches
Try us and take 50¢ off!
Chicken Charlie with Turkey 
and more, Steak and Cheese
COME IN
AND TRY US!
And get $0.50 off 
Lunch Sandwiches
LUNCH! LUNCH! LUNCH!
1731 South High St., 
Harrisonburg, VA
540-432-1386 
1635 East Market 
St, Harrisonburg, VA
540-564-0416
1741 E. Virginia Ave, 
Harrisonburg, VA
540-442-1997 
Open Thursday, Friday, & Saturday nights
     
   
  
www.paradisecitymath ias.com
The only strip club in the area
Paradise City
304.897.8200
 Ladies get in Free on Thursday
BYOB: "Bring your own beer"
18 for admission 21+ to drink
just 35 minutes away...
now hiringMassanutten is
2015 – 2016 Ski Season 
December – March
Free Benefits











Apply online at www.MassResortJobs.com
All Shifts  
Full-Time & Part-Time
•  Attendants*
• Family Adventure Park Attendants*
• Family Adventure Park Starter/ 
 Attendants
• Rental Shop Attendants
• Ski/Snowboard Instructors 
No teaching experience necessary.
• Ski/Snowboard Tuning & Repair Techs*
• Snow Makers*
• Learning Center Desk 
• Phone Operators
• Recreation Desk/Ice Rink Attendants
• Ice Rink Maintenance Techs*
• Cashiers*
• Zip Line Guides*
• Food & Beverage Positions





$1 first ten words
In print & online
Help Wanted
Must love big dogs! Looking
for an occasional pet walk-
er/pet sitter for two sweet
dogs. Must have transporta-
tion.  Will  work  with  your




-1-5 week work program
-Apply NOW, begin after fi-
nals!
-Flexible schedules



























Coming to Foxhills Townhomes for 2016-17 Leases
 1. Water Included
 2. Electric with cap included
 3. Gym membership included
 4. Basic internet included
 5. Basic cable included
NO
APP FEES!PLUS
